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 Billing Example 

IPISC's Litigation Management Services assists the client in managing legal services and costs associated with costly intellectual property (IP) litigation. Litigation 

Management Services, combined with IPISC’s extensive experience in managing IP litigation, often saves the policy holder more than the amount paid in premium. The 

following Billing Example reflects the real adjustments made utilizing Litigation Management Services. Actual Litigation expense savings is greater than shown, since 

this example represents billing after guidelines and rates had already been negotiated and accepted by the law firm. The total original invoice amount includes the 

charges that were not reduced. These prior steps resulted in an even greater savings to the client. Additionally, savings of yourclient’s time monitoring the case and the 

billing are also not reflected in the Billing Example below. 

Statement Date Firm/Party Original Invoiced 

Amount 

Amount NOT Allowed under 

Billing Guidelines 

Adjusted Invoice for Payment 

11/17/2011 XXXXXX $78,841.25  ($39,420.63) $39,420.62  

3/28/2012 XXXXXX $91,173.00  ($45,586.50) $45,586.50  

4/24/2012 XXXXXX $45,992.70  ($22,996.35) $22,996.35  

5/21/2012 XXXXXX $27,418.91  ($13,709.46) $13,709.45  

BALANCE OVER Shared SIR of $250,000 ($125,000 each) = $13,180.42 LESS 10% COPAY  

7/12/2012 XXXXXX $8,849.50  ($4,424.75) $4,424.75  

10/13/2011 XXXXXX $11,325.00  ($175.00) $11,150.00  

11/15/2011 XXXXXX $40,347.00  ($686.61) $39,660.39  

1/11/2012 XXXXXX $10,576.94  ($800.74) $9,776.20  

BALANCE OVER Shared SIR of $250,000 ($125,000 each) = $17,886.10 LESS 10% COPAY  

3/16/2012 XXXXXX $37,030.73  ($293.75) $36,736.98  

8/30/2012 XXXXXX $442.75  $0.00  $0.00  

9/18/2012 XXXXXX $3,261.00  $0.00  $0.00  

9/25/2012 XXXXXX  $16,587.25  $16,587.25  

10/9/2012 XXXXXX $1,012.90  $0.00  $0.00  

11/9/2012 XXXXXX $291,574.60  ($158,029.18) $133,545.42  

9/26/2012 XXXXXX $269.95  $0.00  $0.00  

6/22/2012 XXXXXX $17,518.85  ($8,804.93) $8,713.92  

11/16/2012 XXXXXX $158,012.33  ($79,596.92) $78,415.41  

11/13/2012 XXXXXX $45,616.50  $0.00 0$0.00 

12/12/2012 XXXXXX $45,305.00  $0.00  $0.00  

12/17/2012 XXXXXX $167,040.00  ($83,572.75) $83,467.25  

1/18/2013 XXXXXX $149,570.17  ($1,601.46) $147,968.71  

2/2/2013 XXXXXX $3,045.28  $0.00  $0.00  

2/22/2013 XXXXXX $120,704.55  ($10,248.00) $110,456.55  

3/19/2013 XXXXXX $174,259.35  ($4,695.33) $169,564.02  

2/28/2013 XXXXXX $142,525.60  ($84,408.67) $58,116.93  

3/12/2013 XXXXXX $96,415.12  ($48,560.06) $47,855.06  

4/15/2013 XXXXXX $150,494.25  ($3,826.00) $146,668.25  

     

 TOTALS: $2,565,091.56  ($735,906.69) $1,829,184.91  

                    Total Savings to the Policyholder: 29% 
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